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The world needs pioneers. The need to diverge from fossil re-

sources towards sustainable, renewable resources has never been 

so tangible as it is today. In addition to the energy transition, we also 

need a resources transition to protect nature and the environment and 

make life as sustainable as possible – particularly with regard to the genera-

tions to come. The ORGANICLINE from W.AG fulfils many of the required criteria 

to clear the path to a sustainable future – and with a thoroughly synthetics-based 

product portfolio. A real challenge, which W.AG has mastered with aplomb. The result of 

years of research and development in the in-house development team and in co-operation with 

raw materials suppliers is a product range of resource-saving raw materials. The multi award-win-

ning material ARBOBLEND® is based on glucose, natural waxes and natural fibres. The cases and boxes 

are made 93 percent from renewable materials, are recyclable and have an excellent eco-balance.

The resource-saving innovation.

Material characteristics “very good”

Users of the ecological W.AG carry cases need not go without the best material characteristics 

of the standard cases. The award-winning material is long-lasting, water repellent, individually 

printable and recyclable. Alongside the superb eco-balance, ORGANICLINE also offers pre-

cisely the same product benefits that W.AG has successfully marketed for many years with the 

PURELINE range.

The GREEN BRAND seal of quality is a registered EU certification mark for ecological 

sustainability. On the basis of an independent, transparent and neutral test procedure 

brands are given recognition for acting in an authentically ecological and sustainable 

manner. The seal of quality is internationally protected.

GREEN PACKAGING
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Companies whose development work is guided by the principle of ho-

listic life cycles will find an accomplished and reliable partner in W.AG 

– and with the promise of German-made quality.– and with the promise of German-made quality.
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COMPLETELY IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR 
REQUIREMENTS

The ORGANICLINE product range is available in all carry case models with 

up to 100 case sizes. The high level of individualisation succeeds in creating 

unique case models to customer requirements and is one of the most important 

USPs of the W.AG product solutions. Alongside customer-suitable private label 

solutions, W.AG also offers exclusive carry case and box solutions for OEM 

customers. Whilst in the private label field everything revolves around the 

established design and manufacturing lines, in the OEM area all development, 

engineering and production services are flexibly oriented towards independent 

packaging solutions with the highest standards of exclusivity and originality. 

As a packaging producer, W.AG is always willing to follow new paths. For the 

creative team led by Björn Ullrich (Head of Research & Development) this may 

involve the development of new forms and CAD designs or the construction 

of completely new injection moulding and deep drawing tools. The perfect 

solution is individual and exclusive.

Twist

Jazz

Tekno Swing

Heavy Beat

* All male designaions in the text apply to all sexes, without exception.
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AN ECOLOGICAL 
REVOLUTION – INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

The newly developed ORGANICLINE foam inlay completes the ecological carry 

case solution from W.AG. As with the cases and boxes, the base material is 

ARBOBLEND® from the Tecnaro company, which comprises up to 93 percent 

renewable materials. Even for sensitive manufacturer requirements such as 

those of the medical and laboratory technology sectors, ORGANICLINE foam 

represents an excellent yet resource-saving alternative to standard foams: 

product characteristics range from firm and sterile to water repellent. Their 

quality and reliability are by no means inferior to standard foams, and they 

can be processed on machines using identical settings. The new ORGANICLINE

foam from W.AG is produced using an extrusion procedure. This manufacturing 

process is low on pollutants, requires no chemicals and forms a closed Co2 

cycle. The material is available in four colours, is recyclable and therefore 

gentle on environmental resources. 

* All male designaions in the text apply to all sexes, without exception.
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Free of pollutants

100% recyclable

Made in Germany

ORGANICLINE 
FOAM

NEXT GENERATION
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* All male designaions in the text apply to all sexes, without exception.

UNIQUE CARRY CASE SOLUTIONS 
FOR UNIQUE BRAND AMBASSADORS

W.AG cases and boxes are characterised by a high level of customisation. 

Alongside numerous combination options for case shells, locks, foam in-

lays and further inlay variants, the packaging solutions can also be printed 

in a range of different procedures. The result is an individual brand ambas-

sador, lending the packaged product unmistakable added value. 

A ONE-STOP SOLUTION

In-mould labelling (IML)

•  Advertising communication in brilliant photo quality

•  Environmentally friendly, as IML films are made from 

      recyclable polypropylene (PP)

• High UV and abrasion protection

• Moisture and temperature resistant

• Extendable with Digimarc barcode

Silk screen and pad printing

• Your logo, slogan or product designation permanently 

      illustrated on the carry case / box

• Suitable for transparent and structured surfaces

• Design of case shells, sides and locks

• Single-colour and multi-colour printing possible

Digital direct printing 

• Multi-coloured printing of images and colour gradients

• Transparent surfaces also printable

•  Available for samples and small volumes

Inlays

• Individual inlays, tailor-made for your products and requirements

• Inlay types: foam inlays or deep drawn inlays 

• Available in various material qualities and colours

• Extendable to include pocket solutions in the case lid

• Individual colour schemes

GREEN PACKAGING
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GREEN PACKAGING

Bertram Göb, Managing Partner

“We aim to think and act in a 

thoroughly sustainable manner.”



* All male designaions in the text apply to all sexes, without exception

INTO THE FUTURE WITH CONVICTION 
AND RESOLUTION

“Two years ago, W.AG took its first steps towards sustainabil-

ity, the beginning of a mysterious, wonderful journey. There 

was a decisive moment where it became clear to us that we had 

to have a rethink and do more  – and we have never regretted 

that. Quite the opposite. It was clear from the beginning that we 

would not be satisfied merely systemising packaging according 

to sustainability criteria, that was not enough for us. We wanted 

to give the entire company a sustainable orientation, because 

only a holistic approach can make us credible as manufacturer, 

supplier and partner. Numerous workshops over the course of 

days accompanied the initial steps and showed us the direction 

that we wanted to take. The development of our ORGANICLINE at 

the beginning of our realignment and the success that this new, 

sustainable product line brought with it swiftly catapulted W.AG 

into the next stage. Motivation was and remains enormous. Today, 

we can proudly claim to have established sustainability in many 

areas. In this, small steps count alongside the larger ones. We are 

assuming responsibility and facing the future. As an innovative 

company, we turn to our vision and boldness to approach the next 

objectives with curiosity and anticipation.

Success proves us right.”

Ihr Bertram Göb,

Managing Partner
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W.AG Funktion + Design GmbH

Wiesenweg 10

36419 Geisa/Rhön, Germany

Telephone:  +49 (0) 36 96 7.67 40

Fax:    +49 (0) 36 96 7.67 42 40

E-mail :   info@wag.de

www.wag.de

MADE 

IN 

GERMANY

DRIVEN

BY 

EUROPE
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